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No Signal Call

"Thank you for calling Proper Noun , my name is Proper Noun and how can I help you today?"

"My Noun is not working and keeps telling me I have No Signal!"

"Thank you for calling to let us know. I am so sorry that you are experiencing a No Signal message on your

Noun . I can help with that! No signal is a pretty Adjective issues but a really Adjective

fix usually! To get started, are you current in front of the Noun that is having this No Signal issue?"

"Well its Off right now, and I'm in the Adjective room, but I guess I will go to it. Can't you just send a

Noun out?"

"I can, but I believe we can Verb Base Form this issue right now, so you won't have to wait for an

appointment time. Can you tell me the Verb Base Form buttons of your remote once we are in front of the

Noun ?"

"Ok, the top buttons are Button and Button "

" Adjective . Our first step is to make sure the Noun is on, so we shall hit Button and

Button . Once we do that, can you tell me if it says anything else?"

"Ok, The Noun is turning on, and it says Brand ... and now No signal. and HDM1 on the top."

" Adjective , first try to hit Button , and then Power for me please"

"I hit that, and the Noun came on! Why was it like that to begin with?"

"The No Signal Error occurs when the Noun is not finding the Adjective box to connect with,

sort of like static on a radio. Now that it is working, is there anything else I can do for you today?"



"I'll take a Number dollars"

"I wish I could. Just to recap, we were able to get your Noun back off of that No Signal, and got

everything Verb Past Tense . Thank you for being a Proper Noun customer, and have a

Adjective day! Farewell"

Goodbye
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